
Bob Avakian (BA) has made a breakthrough for human 
emancipation. You are needed – to let the world know!
Contribute to – and join – the BA Everywhere Campaign.

We need an actual revolution to get beyond the horrors and madness of 
this system … police murder and mass incarceration, women raped and 
degraded, environmental catastrophe, millions driven from their lands 
because of horrific wars and grinding poverty. Making this revolution –  
and forging a radically different society to overcome all this – is complex.  
It requires science – a way to know the world and how it can be changed 
– and it requires scientific leadership. BA’s new synthesis of communism 
represents a world historic advance on these. But very few know about this, 
or him. BA Everywhere, the mass fundraising campaign seeks to change this 
by getting BA EVERYWHERE.

Getting BA Everywhere changes how people look at what is possible and 
desirable. It breaks people out of thinking that their only choices are those 
dictated by the system. No longer the “lesser of the evils” in the war criminal 
Hillary Clinton, against the fascist monster Trump. Breaking out of the 
deadly dynamic where Western imperialism and Islamic fundamentalism fuel 
each other, while grinding up humanity. Raising sights to a far better world, 
BA Everywhere changes the conversation to the real questions of what it 
means to be free, and what will it take to get there. Imagine the Difference!

If you don’t know about BA, Get into BA! Read BAsics, from the Talks 
and Writings of BA. Watch the films, BA Speaks: Revolution, Nothing Less, 
and Revolution and Religion: The Fight for Emancipation and the Role of 
Religion, the film of the Dialogue between Cornel West and Bob Avakian. 

Even while you are learning, Join the Campaign. Donate generously 
to the Bob Avakian Institute (BAI), and contribute ideas and efforts to 
raise funds. Be part of promoting BA’s seminal new book, The Science, 
the Strategy, The Leadership for an Actual Revolution and a Radically 
New Society on the Road to Real Emancipation, and projecting this real 
emancipatory alternative at the Republican and Democratic Conventions. 
Talk to a representative of the BA Everywhere campaign at this picnic.


